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ABSTRACT
The general population of the United States is getting
older. And more important, the life span of the nation's
worker is definitely lengthening, thus increasing the number
of those retired. Employment opportunities for the oldster
are slim, and as the youth of today does little to provide
for the aged, the problem arises of providing security for
those in retirement.
The obvious answer is the private pension plan. In
order to prevent increased governmental intervention, business
must undertake the task of providing this security. The chal-
lenge is being met, as may be noted from the rising number
of pension plans being adopted. However, the cost of pro-
viding such security has made it extremely difficult for
small business to participate.
Since the definition of small business is apparently
only an opinion, in this study, it is arbitrarily defined as
one which employs 100 workers or less.
Small business, according to this definition, comprises
99^ of the overall business of the United States. Because of
this, the problems of small firms are vitally important to
our business structure. This study of material published on
pension plans in general and those suitable for small business
in particular, has been conducted in an attempt to present to
small business an explanation of the pension planning problem.
It is hoped that this explanation might prove to be an aid to
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small business In designing their pension plans.
An established pension plan fulfills many needs for
both the employee and employer. In general, the employee
feels more secure, knowing that his old age is being provided
for. The turnover is less, and a small business is provided
with better employee-employer relations and a reputation of
stability.
No one plan can be adopted by all businesses of the
same size. Hence, many factors must be considered. Among
these are: eligibility, which includes length of service and
minimum and maximum age requirements; the normal retirement
age; severance benefits, which are usually in the form of
vested rights; retirement benefits, which consider fluctuat-
ing purchasing pov;er, past service credit and the financial
condition of the employer; pre and post-retirement death ben-
efits; disability provisions; r^nd methods of financing. The
methods of financing are numerous. In the unfunded type
there are the "Pay-As-You-Go" method, which pays retirement
benefits airectly out of the firm's working capital, and the
"Bookkeeping Reserve" method, in which an employer accumulates
a reserve as an asset of the company fi-om which to pay pen-
sions. In the funded method of financing, the costs of ben-
efits are actuarially determined and are provided by a fund
accumulated during the productive years of the employees.
Also, in connection with the financing of a pension plan, the
employer must decide whether his plan should be contributory
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or non-ccntrilutory ; and the advantages cf pool, area, or
industry type plans should be considered.
The various pension plans discussed in this study are of
only the insured or partially insured type. Among these is
the Individual Retirement Income Plan, which is appropriate
for small firms regardless of their size. As a rule, the
plan consists of ccntributinf level payments to a pension
trust with an appointed trustee, who invests these payments
in individual retirement annuity policies usually combined
with some form of individual life insurance. Another plan
is the Group Permanent Retirement Income Plan. This usually
requires ^0 employees or more. In this plan, life insurance
coverage is made on a group basis, which includes those em-
ployees unqualified for individual life insurance. The Defer-
red Group Annuity Plan consists of purchasing on an annual
single premium basis a deferred annuity policy for each eli-
gible employee. The premiums are paid to an insurance com-
pany, thus divesting the employer of further liability. In
the Combination Plan or Blended Plan, an ordinary life in-
surance policy with conversion privileges is purchased for
each employee at the age of entrance into the retirement pro-
gram. Also, prescribed payments are accumulated in a supple-
mentary fund. At the designated retirement age, the life
insurance policy is converted to an annuity contract by the
addition of a lump sum payment from the supplementary fund,
thus providing retirement income. In a Deferred Profit-Shar-
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ing Plan, an employer contributes a certain percentage of
his annual profits tc a trust fund. This fund is allocated
amonf the covered employees usinf a formula based on their
wages, or years of service, or both, and the portion of the
fund credited to the employee is disbursed to him upon reach-
ing retirement age.
There are advantages and disadvantages to all these
plans. However, many are in use and have proved successful
in small business.
An attempt to make specific recommendations to small
business concerning their pension plans would be futile.
Nevertheless, the individual comp".ny must keep in mind the
needs of its employees, and design its pension program within
the limit of its finances. The aid of competent advice from
an attorney, banker, insurance agent, or pension consultant,
is invaluable In making a pension program successful.

^ STUDY CF FEKGICN TLArs FCR SI.!ALL DUGIN£o3
IKTRCDUCTICr:
Only 5,000,000 people of a^e 65 yazxvs or older lived in
the United States in 1?2C. In 19^0, there were 11,500,000
which represented sonie 7 1/2 percent of the total population.
It is estimated that by the year 198O we may have as many as
19,000,000 persons in this categ-ory, .vhich v/ill approximate
11-1/2 percent of the total population."" It seems quite
evident that our oldsters are here to stay.
Kot only is Uiere n.n increase in life expectancy of the
£'eneral population but the work force of the nation is defin-
itely afc-ein^. Ilortality figures usually include the general
population. Ho'/vever , the life expectancy of people in busi-
ness and industry is freater than that of this general popula-
tion. This difference is due to the inclusion in the general
population of niany in a state of health which vvculd net be
acceptable in the business world. The fact that there is
present an increase in the life expectancy of the worker has
been verified by a recent study conducted by Ur. Ray U,
Peterson, second vice-president and associate actuary of
Squi table Society.*^ A nev; mortality table for pension pur-
-^"V;hat to Do /*bout the Cld Folks," News.veek . March 20
1950, vol. 35. p. 53.
2
"ICew Table Indicates Retirement Reserve Ivlay Be Inad-
equate ," Naj^i^onal Und^r^^rit^ ( Life Sd . ) . Inarch 13, 1953,
vol. 57, p. 1.

poses is the rer^ult of this study. This tatle iridicates
that in 1933 the life expf^c tar.cy of a man at a^e 65 Is
li4,^b years; for a man at a^e 65 in 19^3, 15'51 years; 'ind
in 1973 1 16.13 years. On ccaipcriiif these fifures with the
life expectancy of IJ4.14 years as noted in the 1937 I3tandard
Annuity Table, one can otserve the incre«isinf trend of life
o
expectancy of our present and future workers.^
iilxperience has taught us that the clr-nces of cur oldsters
being able to take care of themselves are slim iii the present
day and age. Cnly about 1,300, OCC of these 63 or elder could
support themselves in 194- on income from invest.nents and
savings. Yet, eLiploynient opport^anities for this age category
are poor, ^.t the peak of the war effort only one-third of
ther: were employed, .'-ind many of these on farm jobs.^ Hence,
the mnjcrity of th.ose 6^ and older become retired, willingly
or 'jnwillingly "-s the case may be. The past custom of the
younger generation providing for their elders is disappear-
ing. This disappearance might be explained by the higher
cost of living. However, a more feasible reason is the ever
increasing suburban way of life. Regardless of the reason
for the lack of family provision for security of our elders
the problem of their security is present, and must be solved.
3
Peterson, Ray. :.:. , "Certainties and Uncertainties in
Pension Flarjiing," C.L.U. Journal . .Vinter 1933 1 i» l^*
^Ibid .
, 1. p. 1.

The Federal fovern.'Tient has atteiL{:ted to prevent the prot-
lem fro::, becoming: too serious by estsl lishlr./t^ Federal Cld-
kge and Survivors Inrurnnce
,
popularly known as "Social Secur-
ity'.'. The eligibility ard benefit restrictions of Social
Security are not static, and have been find probably Aill be
revised from time to time. However, the benefits provided
by Social Security as retirement pension^ to those past 65
years oi' afe are far from adequate. They do not provide much
more than a subsistance income.-^ This fact has been partial-
ly explained by President Sisenhcvver in his January I4, 1954
1
Message to Congress.
The Social Security system is not intended as a substitute
for private savings, pension plans, and insurance protec-
tion. It is, rather, intended as the fo'ondation upon which
these other forms of protection can be soundly built.
Consequently, further provision for old-age secui'ity is a
necessity.
The obvious answer is the use of private pension plans.
It has been said by economists that pension plans freeze the
work I'orce of the nation nnd prevent mobility of labor in
times of national emergency, h reply to this fear, is that
in 19!;C men and v/cmen of the age of 65 and older comprised 12^*
of the registered voters. It is felt that eventually these
men and women will be able to vote in pension plans that will
-^Alvord
,
Morgan H. , "Combination Pension and Profit-
Sharing Plans," The Journal of Commerce , New York, June 12,
1952.

be extremely unpc;:ul^r to business. lr> ci-der tc prevent in-
creased t'cverninental interventicn, acco-upGnied by hi(;h costs
and controls, business must take upon its shoulaers the
private pension problem.
Another general impetus to the establishment of private
pension plans was the U. 3. Supreme Court's rulinf on a low-
er court decision in the Inland Steel Company Case. In ef-
fect, ar. employer in interstate commerce must barfain on pen-
sion and retirement plane, if his employees' union, qualified
under the Taft-Hartley Act , demands it.'''
The challenge has been accepted by business. The private
pension system is not new by any means. However, the growth
in number of private pension plans has sl^rocketed in recent
years. At the end of 1952 t it has been estimated that
between 15,000 and l6,0C0 plans of all types were in effect.
The figures of 19^.7 show 6,700 plans in effect covering
1,520,000 people; and I530 plans affecting 700,000 people in
1940. The most recent evidence of the increasing growth in
number of pension plans has been shewn in the first two
months of 1953. vvhen our plans were being established at the
o
rate of 5,000 per year.^ Thus business is taking liold of




'"Pension Ruling," Business V.'eek . April 30, 19^+9 , p. 112.
3
"Pension Pounds, Fastest Grower of All," business /.'eek ,




"New Trends in Pension and Profit-
Sharing Plans," The Journal of Commerce
.




the problem oV security I'or its older eraployees with freLt
interest.
The prcbleras coiinecteci with establishing:^ private pen-
sion plans are numerous. However, the most important single
problem is cost. An estiracite rande by the late Senator Taft
stated that it would cost .^12 billion annually to provide a
$10C,a month pension to everyone over the a^-e of 65. It was
round that the 195^ pension bill, incluain^ both governmental
and private types, cost over
^.f.: of the national income and
one and one-half times the cort of the national debt. So it
is evident that pensions have become the largest fixed cost
of our nation's economy. This hi{;h cost has made it
extremely difficult for s".all business to participate in
private pension plans.
In order to perceive the pension problem ccnfrontin£
small business, it is necessary to have some conception of
the synthesis of small business. The actual definition of
small business is nebulous at best. It appears to be a
matter of opinion. Naturally, no conflict exists as to the
minimum size of a small business. However, there is a freat
difference of opinion on the upper li^-'it to induce small
business. The Defense Department has included all having
500 employees or loss as small. V/hereas the United States
Senate, in tneir 194? study of small business, set the upper
p. 16,
10
"Cost of rensions," Fortune , Jariuary, 195'^' t ^'^1* 4l

limit at 100 employees, v;hich included soae four million
small firms, or 99^ of the business firms of the nation..
Recognition of small business as "nn entity, with labor,
Qfriculture and other groups" , was made by an official Sen-
ate resolution in 1947 • In their 1947 statement on nation-
al policy by the Research and Policy Committee of the "Coeb-
mittee For Economic Development", the Committee su^^fests
several tests for smallness.
1. Manapement is independent. Usually the managers are
also owners.
2. Ca-^ital is supplied and ownership held by an individ-
ual or small group.
3. Area of operations is mainly local. '/Workers and owners
are in one home community. Llarkets need not be local.
4. Relative size within the indus try - the business is
small when compared to the biggest units in its
field. The size of the top bracket varies greatly,
so that what might seem large in one field '.vould be
definitely small in another. 12
Such definition is very meaningful, but does not pinpoint a
small business in size. For purposes of this study, a small
business has been arbitrarily defined, as one which employs
IOC workers or less.
The importance of small business is paramount to the
nation and its citizens. Cur whole system of business enter-
prise is built upon the foundation of small tusiness. The
"Does Small Business Get a p^air Shake," Fortune ,
October. 1953. vol. ^3 , p. 68.
12
Committee for Economic Development, Ueetlny the Special
Problems of Small Business ; New York, 19^7
•

Research Jiiid Development Coni;:,ittee of C£D states their opin-
ion oi' smnll lusiness inpcrtance in the following- pcra^rQphs.
Healthy small V.usiriess .".eans ::uch tc the fr:l,ric of
KTJierican life. 3nir:ll firms help to keep tip firr.s en their
toes. The little fellows frequently force competition in
price, desifn and efficiency. By introducing new products
or methods or services , small luslness helps to check the
development of monopoly.
Business may be "sm^ll" in size yet ^reat in achieve-
ment. This was dramatically demonstrated durinr the war.
Small business often could get into action faster and
operate more flexibly than big business. The small, special-
ized supplier often made the cutput of huge wartime plants
possible. 13
In spite of the great importance of s.nall business tc
oui" nation, many problems confront small business which must
be solved. One of the i.roble;ns of major importance to small
business is thit of finance. In recognition of this, the
Small Business Administration (SBA) has been established by
Con^-ress as a lending agency. ^ /uiother problem, along this
line cf finance, is that of design and establishment of ap-
propriate pension plans in smnll business. I.:ost small busi-
ness has found it extre:.iely difficult tc develop such programs
owing to the high fixed costs involved. In addition, the
high cost of servicing small accounts discourages uncierwriting
by insurance companies. ^
-^-"^
Ibid . , 12, p. 6.
^Ibid. , 11, p. 6.
Ibid. , 12, p. 6.

The Committee for iccnonilc Development lias recornaended
th:.t possitly research done by co^lefes end 'oniversities
Jii^-ht aid s.-nnll business in specific problems. The follow-
ing study of mriterlLl published on i)ension pl'ins in ^-eneml
'.nd those suitable for Su.^xll busir.ess in pr;rticul"ir , has been
conducted in an atte-:pt to present to small business an ex-
planation of the pension planninr probleiL. It is hoped that
this explanation mi£;ht prove to be an aid to small business




, 12, p. 6.

In this d'^y of hit:h taxes and labcr competitiori , a s.T.all
business must stru^fle tc maintain its position in its field.
Tl-ie opinion that a pension plan is .-nuch too costly to be
established by a small business should be questioned. In
xany cases, it niay increase profits rather than decrease
17
theni. Furtherracre, many industrialists feel that pension
1^
plans, in the end, pay for themselves. In any event, there
are many factors wl.ich should not be overlooked when the de-
sirability of a plarjied pension prcfram Is chrillen^'ed.
Benefit To The Employer
A small firm may have a desire to fulfill its moral
obli^-ation to those employees v;hc have served them faithful-
ly throue^hout the years. The fulfillment of such an obli-
gation by a firm in a small community may be necessary to
maintain the £'ood will of the community, which helps attract
19
added business. ^ Superannuated personnel may be gracef^jlly
retired rather thai: continued on the payroll, thereby in-
creasing operating efficiency and reducirig costs. This
17
Hazard, F. m. Jr., "Pension Flarmin^-", Life Association
News
.
February, 1953 , p. 2=:.
18
;Voodbury, Clarence, "'.Vhat You Should Knov/ About Pen-
sions," Ame r ican Llagaz i ne , June,1951i vol. 1^1 • p. 3^''
-^^
11 id







eliniin'itlcn oT ;>e:soniiel oLEclescerce permits the iiiflux
of new ideas. P'urthermore, the kiiowledfe of scheduled re-
tirement of senior personnel encc^jra^-es the younger employee
in his tho^j£hts of pror^otion, thus i-iiprovinf his T;or^-le r.nd
efficiency. In addition, the feeling of increased future
security encourages the older ernplcyee to £-ive freely of his
kiiov/ledfe and skills in trainint younger employees who mi^ ht
21
succeed his:. The disadvantafe of not Lein^ able to re-
cruit and held skilled labor in competition with large con-
cerns niay be offset. Such a reduction in turnover would
undoubtedly reduce costs of employment, perscrmel training,
and acccrdin^-ly , the cost of waste or breakage of material
and machines. An established pension j^lan provides pro-
tection afairiSt possible fufure union deiiiands , which mi£'ht
23prove expensive. -^ ^%n established plan provides for a f-^ad-
ual accumulation of the inevitable pension expense, prevent-
ing- undue costs in an ^unprofitable period. Such an existing
plan also may increase the potential value of a business,
2'
which may encourage a buyer to pay more. *^ Not to be for-
t. otter:, is the tax economy A'hich is present in an establish-
2^5
ed plan for the off icer-o'.vners of small corporations. "^ In
2^IMd.
, 17. p. 9.
22lbid. , 12, p. 6.
^^Ibid.
, 17. p. 9.
24
Spencer, Charles D. , Lets Get Tou^h About Pensions .
(A printed sales pamphlet)
"-^Ilid.
, 17, p. 9.

11
fer.eral, a pension plan pi-ovides a si^all business with bet-
ter e.iplcy^ie-relr.tions .^nd ^ rejuUrition of stability.
Benefit To The h;n:ployee
The kiiOViled^e of security, at such time as an employee
is obliged to retire, creates a happier, more efficient and
more loyal employee. The fear of a dependent old a^ie i? re-
moved. He is able to £;ive more ccncentratiori to his work,
thus increasing- his efficiency and possibly his paycheck.
Smplcyee trusts are provided v/ith tax advantaf;es which per-
mit a much faster accumulation of money for the employee
than he could personally save. In a non-contributory pen-
sion plan, the credit set aside for the individual is not
taxable until the employee is usually 65 years of age, and
eligible for double personal exemptions. These may be sup-
plemented by extra exemptions for a wife over 63. Further-
more, his income is reduced. Hence, his income taxes 'will
be -at a minimum upon retirement. In this v;ay , an employee
is again able to save considerably more through the use of
the pension plan, than by means of personal savings. Actu-
aries contend that each dollar received by a retired em.ploy-
ee is worth 4>1.3C in take home pay. Thus an employee
cultivates a feeling of accomplishment as his pension credits
^^Ibid., 13, p. 9.

12
:.ccuniul?-ite. A per:.'--::Jcn plc^n provldinf a definite retirement
schedule ^ives the eaployee greater assurance cf earned
advancement. The realization of his Inevitable retlrenient
encourages an employee to initiate plans for his retired
fut^ji'e, and hence is able to successfully meet the emotional
and financial ad justr:ient5 of retirement. Such realization
also tends to increase his feeling of belonging as one of
the permanent employees. In addition, if insurance pro-
visions are provided in the plan, the younger employee is
aware of security for his family, and thus receives a boost
in morale. In effect, an established pension pl-in provides
evidence to the employee, that his employer considers him
as a permanent me:nber of the company team, and has the em-




Trior tc chccsii:^ a specific plan for r. smf:!! laziness,
an :idequate knowledge of the component pr^rts of a plan must
le attained. Only too often a plan Is picked because seme
larger fire in the saae type of business has successfully
used this plan. Or, a plan 2ay have been highly publicized
by its authors, or widely proposed by unioiis. Frequently,
such a choice leads tc financial embarrassment o^ one or both
parties involved. Hence, an alteration or amendment of the
initial plan is called for. Such action defeats the orl,f^lnel
purpose of a pension plan, in that it affects a demoraliza-
tion of the employees due to a feeling of doubtful security.
And too, the reputation of the cor.ipany is degraded. No one
plan with specific provisions can be adopted by all business
of the same size. The success cf a private pension plan is
based upon its ability to fulfill the specific requirements
of the e.uployer and his employees. Consequently, an anumci
-
atlon and explanation of the alternatives concerning the
various features of a pension plan Is necessary.
Sll^ibillty
The primary purpose of creating elifibillty restrictions
is to prevent undue financial obligation of the company with-
out some value in return. Cne purpose of a pension plan is
to limit the turnover of desirable e.-uployees. Since the
majority of turnover occurs: during the first few years cf

14
service vvith the ccmpiny, service restrictions are usually
included. This is particul'.rly desirable for s.iiall tusiness
with li;nited resources fro::: which to ineet the cost of tfieir
pension plan. Service require2:'.ents tend to ellmin'^te frc.ii
the plan, short time employees suc!i as women, who only work
until r.arried , and others in a part-time catefcry. Such
elimination reduces the expenses of record keepinr and ad-
ministration foi' those v.hcse employment is likely to terminate
27
early. vVhen the plan is "ii-iderwritten by an insurance
company, service requirements provide some saferuard against
paying' surrender charges often required to return money to a
28general fund. In a recent survey of pension plans involv-
ing SL.all business, as handled by their ccmparv , the I.!as5a-
chusetts L!utual Life Insurance Company found that, "somewhat
less than ^C^:^ specified a waiting period of 3 years, while
the balai^ice mixed at about 3 oi* ^- years, or in some instances,
shorter requirements for present employees than for those to
oo
be hired in the i'uture.*""^
To further confine expenditures to the personnel most
27
'Goldstein, Meyer I'.., "Pension and Profit Sharing Plans,"
The Financial Handbook, Third 2d: tion , Revised ; section 23
,
The Ronald Press Co. , 1952.
2^
'Boyce , Carroll, Hew To Plan Pensions : Ilew York, "cGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc.TT93C.
2Q^
A letter received from I.!r. E. James Stephens, I-^anager
of Pension Trust Sales , L'assachusetts I.!utual Life Insurance
Company, Cprinf field, L!assachusetts.

15
likely tc remain v;it{: .': fir:::, it i£ custOT.£:ry I'cr s.Jiall
ririfls to enforce a .ulnirauia oli^-itillty requir-e.-nent for
participation in the plan. The purpose cf such a rentrictlon
is similar to that of the service require;r.ents. It insures
against the instability of ycuth. However, it may postpone
part of the cost of an employee's pension because of the
reduced nui;:! er of years cf participation. Furtherracre,
such a deferment, when a funded plan-^ is employed, will in-
crease the annual cost tc the company during these ye?:rs.
Frequently, the more restricted the eligibility requirements
are, the smaller are the retirement benefits received. An-
other objective of a minimuim a^e restriction concerns the
willingness of a younger em])loyee to participate. If the
establislied plan is of the contributory type, an employee
in his early years of employment may not feel able, or simply
lack the desire, to participate in his future retirement
31plaii.-^ .Vhen an employee becomes eligible at a later age,
he is more apt to hc-ive decided on plans for fut'ure employ-
ment, which again, reduces the cost risk of the employer.
Ivlassachusetts '-^utual's survey determined that approximately
50^ of the plans investigated required the employees tc be
3c years of age before partlcipr.tion , and the remainder re-
quired less. However, participr.ticn in very few plans was





allowed before the a^-e of 25.-^
In a survey dated April 1, 1953. "^nd ccnducted ly
Chr^rles D. Spencer rmd Associri tes , Inc., for th^eir "Emplcyee
Benefit Flrin Reviev-'-Research Reports", 317 pension plans
were analyzed, In which less than ICO e.^plcyees participated.
253 of these plans are definitely included by the definition
of small business, as previously str-ted. Possibly more of
the 317 pl^-ns studied may be included. Hov.ever, their total
number of eaployees was not stated. This survey was con-
ducted on material obtained from leadjn^^ consultants thrcurh-
out the country concerning plans established in manufacturing
firms, retail-wholesale firms, service firms ar;d oth.ers not
included in the previous cate^'cries. Cf these 317 plans,
62% or 197 used an age plus service requirement for elif'ibil-
ity. The highest age requirement was 3> years with the low-
est required age, if any, set at IS. .However, in very few
cases did the minimum age exceed 3C. The service requirements
listed ranged from none re(iuired up to 5 years. In the
majority of cases observed, eitlier age requirement, service
requirement, or combinations cf both were noted. Such re-
strictions appear to be advantageous in most small business
pension plans.
^^Ibid.
, 23, p. 14.
^^Charles D. Spencer and Associates, Inc., "Pension Flans
With Less Than 100 Employees Participating," Employe Benefit
Plan Review - Research Reports . section 101.
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There is an fidvanta^e i'or small business to iiiclude a
jiaxirnujii a^-e requirement. This excludes from the pension pro-
gram these employees who have attained an afe which would
re4Uire costly employer obligation. Such employees mifht be
provided for more economically by "out-cf -pocket" payments
upon their retire.-ent. However, this method does not assure
an older emjdoyee of future security, since there is usually
no contract involved. The employer has another option which
quite often is included in pension contracts underwritten by
insurance companies. A minimum of n certain number of years
service may be required past a certain a^e, to allow suf-
ficient pension credits to accumulate. For example, an em-
ployee hired at age 35 niifht be required to serve for I5
years prior to his retirement, althouf.h the normal retire-
ment age mie'ht be 63. This option denies to the employer the
advantage of releasing- superannuated personnel. Unfort'unate-
ly, company pension contributions are approximately 4 times
as much for an employee hired at ape ^C , as for one employed
at age 25. Nevertheless, in designing a pension plan a
compromise of desires must be made.
Further restrictions as to type of work, place of work,
and nature of compensation may be included in a plan. Yet,
the present tendency is for full coverage with a pension pro-
gram, which reduces the need for restrictions. Cne point
173
^^"It Costs Too L!uch," Business V.'eek, ^ay 9, 1953. P

13
must be rezierr.bered in desl^'nirif elif iblllty requirements.
In crder tc provide full tax-advr-intafe tc a pension propr-im,
the plnn niust be "qurilif led" . -^ Such approval by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue requires that the pension p.lan be non-
discriminatory as explained in Section 165(a) of the Revenue
Code.
Kcrmal Retireiient Afe
rjany employers feel that an employee should be retired
when he is unable to earn his salary. Cther employers fesr
the inefficient use of the manpcv/er resources of the country,
and contend tliat there should net be cor^pulscry retirer^ent.
A solution to this problem can only be an opinion, and hence,
will not be pursued in this study. Hov/ever, several aspects
of the question should be discussed.
The normal retirement age is usually specified at 65
years of age. This is mainly due to the fact that Social
Security benefits commence at this age. Therefore, retire-
ment prior to 65 vjould place the retii-ed employee in a dras-
tically reduced income bracket. P'urthermore , Social Security
benefits are forfeited between the -iges of 65 r;nd 75, if a
person earns more than >75 ^ nionth in employment covered by
the law.' Hence, in order to take full advantage of Social
1953
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Security, the i^^e of 6^ h^^s teen chosen fxs the riorxal retire-
ment af e
.
It i3 true that all workers do not become superannuated
at L uniform tlae. A worker's allllty to maintain his ef-
ficiency is mainly dependent on his type of employment. For
this reason, differerit types of business require considerably
different retirement ages.
Another consideration is the desire of the employee.
3000 policyholders of Northv/e stern National Life Insurance
Company were asked their feelings toward retirement at age 65.
24.^ seemed quite satisfied. But 37?^ would much rather contin-
ue workin{:.-' Their jobs had become centers of life to them.
Furthermore, the present trend of thought of most unions op-
poses compulsory retirement. In fact, one of the major pro-
blems ccncernin£ bargaining committees is the worker's self-
33determination of his retirement age.-^ Hence, employers who
must bargain v/ith qualified -onions, must consider the retire-
ment age in possibly a different light.
The question of retirement age is an important one,
especially to small business. This question is vitally con-
nected with a firm's financial status. The actuarial cost
per dollar of pension of retiring an employee at 65 is half
that of retiring him at age 60.-^"^ Consequently, a lowering
-^'''ibid.
, 6, p. k<
'^"3ome Cbservaticns of Labor on Retirement Security
l^onthly Labor Review
. December, 1951, vol. 73, p. 699-
^^Ibid. , 18, p. 9.
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cf retirement ape is ijnlikely In sm^ill business. Hcv/ever
,
late retirement may be necessary to ccniply with eligibility
provisions. And too, it is not unusual to allow an employee
to continue active service -.vith the consent of the enirloyer
until some later compulsory retirement age. This may lead
to poor administration of the retirement plan, and it does
defeat one purpose of the plan -- removal of superannuated
personnel. Until recently, an employer was compelled to
permit an employee to retire at the stated normal retirement
a^e cf the plan. Also, if employment was continued with the
sanction of both parties, additional employer contributions
to the pension fund could not be mace for the added years of
employment. Hov;ever, a new treasury ruling, ruling 33. per-
mits an employer to provide pension credit for additional
employment beyond the stated retirement ape, thus providing
Increased retirement benefits.'^ So it appears that the
trend is tov/ard a higher normal retirement age.
Severance Benefits
In pension plans, severance benefits are usually pro-
vided in the form of vested rights for the employees. This
means that an employee upon severance of employment for any
reason prior to normal retirement age, is permitted to with-
4OIbid.
, 27. p. 14.
^
"Treasury Ruling Seen Stimulating-^ Pension Spread,"
National Underwriter (Life lid.). April 10, 1953, vol.. 57, P^
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draw a portion of the contributions niade in his behalf by his
employer. Usually, vested riphts are provided only on per-
manent severance of employment, on discontinuance of partici-
pntion in a voluntary contributory plan, and on death prior
to retiren^ent. This severance benefit, vested, due to
death prior to retirement, is paid to the employee's desif-
nated beneficiary. Employee contributions are usually re-
turned to the employee or his beneficiary on death, with or
without accumulated interest. Such return of employee con-
tributions are not included in the vested category. '.Vhen
vested rights are provided, the employer's contribution may
be withdrawn in the form of cash or in the form of defei-red
benefit, as specified by the plan. Deferred benefits are
recommended. It is not, however, necessary to include vest-
ing privilepes in a pension plan in order for it to qualify
under section 165(a) of the Internal Revenue Code. However,
the decisions of the E^jreau of Internal Revenue concerning
vestinp are not always predictable. But if the plnn to be
qualified in no way discriminates in favor of a certain
category of employees , either in sense or in word , the plan
will usually be qualified.^"^
Vesting' privileges are provided mainly to Increase
Interest in the pension plan among younger employees. Such
^ Ibid .. 29, p. 14.
Pension Planning Fundamentals ; New York, Central Han-
over Bank and Trust Company, 19/4-3.

increased interest can be attributed to the :acre immediate
benefit to the ycan^'cr explcyee as provided by vestir.f. It
also provides some feeling' of security to the e.'nployee '.vhose
thoughts are far removed froc: retireruent. Vestinr rights
allow unhappy employees to sever themselves from the employer,
without hnving to remain to protect their pension credits.
This may be of considerable benefit to the employer. He may
also rely on the vesting rights established by his pension
contriiCt to allo-v him gracefully to re.T.cve physically dis-
abled and even incompetent employees, prior to normal retire-
ment.^^
Since the inclusion of vesting privileges is controver-
sial, there are also disadvantages. Cne argument is based
on the premise that employee turnover is increased with vest-
ing. However, this may be combated by the use of gradual
vesting by means of an initial waiting period before vesting
is allowed, and then by the use of gradual vestinr in which
the vested right increases with years of service. The young-
er class of employee, to which most t^jmover is attributed,
would receive no employer contributions. It would riOt be
until an employee had served a specified number of years,
when severance would be less likely, that his vested ]:rivi-
leges would become costly. ^^ The latter case introduces
44Ibid
.. 43, p. 21,
^-^Heuche, Arthur J.
,
Juccessful Pension Planning ; New
York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19h.9.
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the TiOst l.T.portant disadvantage the cost involved. The
cost to the e.-nployer of his pension plan may be reduced ty
unvested contributions assi^ied to a severed employee. The
cost benefit to the employer is dependent upon the type of
retirenient plan in use. Another disadvantage nay be attri-
buted to the increased administration costs of vesting in a
self administered or trust type of plan. To maintain records
and the whereabouts of an employee who has early severed his
rel'.ticns with a firm, will ^undoubtedly be expensive and dif-
ficult.^^
The decision on vesting privilefes is a problem of
balance of the co:;.p::ny's desires. If a firm is capable of
prcvidine severance benefits, and still provide the retire-
ment benefits which an employee needs, such a severance ben-
efit is hifhly recommended. Hcwevei- , if a limited budget
prevails, as in most small business, the most important pro-
visions should be provided first.
The popularity of vested rights is apparent in present
plans. Unions have become great advocates of vested rights.
Yet, in many pool or area plans as proposed by -unions, gradu-
al vesting provisions are used. Such plans provide full
vesting in member firms, but apply restrictions to severance
^^Ibid.,li5. p. 22,
^'Goldstein, Lleyer U, , "Current Problems Cn Pension







frooi the included ^i-eti , industry or pool plai:."^' In the
plans included in the sui'vey, conducted by Chnrles D. Spencer
and Associates, ever 11^ different vesting' methods were
found out of the 31? plans surveyed. Their research report
indicated three main vesting provision patterns.
1. Partially-Graded vestin^^ startinp the first year plus
the sa;:ie percentare each year until 100^ vested, with
several variations where the initial percentage is
increased or decreased. There are l+6 plans on that
tasis or about 1^?^ of the total.
2. Partially-graded vestin£' after an initial waiting period
ranging from one year to 15 years. This is similar to
the first method except for the waiting period. There
are 169 plans on this basis, or about ^2f^ of the total.
3. lOO'^t vesting after a period of time, with an age quali-
fication in some cases, is provided under 26 plans or
nearly 19>^ of the total.
The report also indicated that the most popular vvaiting pe-
riod used in graded vesting provisions v;as 5 years. ^^
An employer must analyze the vesting problem carefully,
especially in small business. Needed funds should not be
diverted from the primary plan purpose for less important
benefits. Yet, if severance benefits are specified, they
must be included in the plan as a sincere gesture.
Retirement Benefits
The decision of how large the benefits at retirement
should be, is of great importance to an employer designing, a
US
"Pension Plans," Business .Veek . Llarch 13, 1954«
^^
Ibid
. 33, p. 16.
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plan. The ptiiisicns received by his ernployceiS must be buffi-
cient tc provide nn adequate standard of livinf after retire-
ment. As a rule, the cost of providing' such pensions is the
limiting factor. The decision by the e.-nployer of the appro-
priate and possible cost obliration is a serious one. Upon
such decision depends the success or failure of the pension
plan. If the pensions provided are hifh enough to require
an undue expenditure on the eaployer's part, the plan will
fail, SimlJarly, if the pensions provided are too small,
the plr.n -.vill fail. Benefits v/hich .'.re too s.T;all tend to
promote disinterest of the employees in their pension plan.
Such benefits can not provide adequate retirement income,
which may force the pensioned employee into becoming a prob-
lem of the community. Such an occurance would undoubtedly
CQ
have a serious effect on the firm's putlic relations.-^
Although contributory plans usually increase the retire-
ment pensions received, the concensus of opinion of Indus-
trial Relations men of both large and small companies, is
that i+O^ of the employee's v-age at retirement is necessary
'^l
to provide retirement with the minimum amount of friction.^
Actuaries contend that after retirement there are no
longer any payroll deductions. Social Security benefits are
free from Income Tax. ^nd , with reduced income an employee
^^Itid, IB, p. 9.
^^cDonald, Edwin C, "Some Current Trends in Retirement




i£ plriC'3d in a lowsr t:-ix bracke-t. Ftii' t heritor e , ai; err.ployee
usually has i-er.red his fa.iiily, probably paid for ^.ic hc^ie,
LrA hris pnid up at Icnst soiie policies cf his insurance pro-
gram. Also, an estimate has been made that 2/3 of the fam-
ilies of the United States are not solely dependent, after
^2
the worker's retirement, on pension benefits alone. So it
appears that the U^f' fipure is probably fair.
l^Of, cf an employee's annual salary is an expensive item
to provide. The actual cost cf pi-cvidin^ a 65 year old with
$100 a month pension for life is a striking ainount. Us-.C'OO
to ;j>l6,0CG v/ould be reciuired to provide such a pension, if
purchased with a sir^le payment. Needless tc say, these
figm^es are far more impressive than the ij-lOC a month benefit.
This benefit would be approximately that received upon retire-
ment by an employee earnin£ an average monthly salary cf 135^
1
'when a benefit of lyl of the average salary is provided. In
order tc provide a similar benefit, an employer would probably
contribute $20 tc :t>25 per month for the average employee. -^-^
Hence, the final decision of an employer to pay any specific
amo^ont in his pension program must be a sound one.
Another problem for consideration by the employer v/hen
deciding upon the amount of retirement benefit:: , is that cf
providing adequate purchasing power to the retired employee.
Due tc an inflationary environment, an employee, on retiring.
^^Ibid. , 13, p. 9.
"nice, Henry, "Stacking Up L'oney for Tensions, " The




may find th.nt ri pension previously thcurht adequate, may
turn out tc be definitely in:.dequc to. His purchnsing power
ffisy be drastically reduced, and similar embarrassment to
that j revicusly mentioned, may occur. To cciapensate foi- the
loss of purch.asin^' pov;er , the United Auto V/orkers Union has
proposed demands that cost-of-livinf escalator clauses be
extended to pension plans. -^^ Another answer to the loss of
purchasing- power is the use of a Trust type pension plan or
combinations thereof. It has been sue^ested th^t 30^; to 40^
of Trust Fund capital be invested in common stocks which have
a tendency to fluctuate in value alonf with inflated prices.
Hence, a retired employee's share of the pension fund would
also fluctuate, thereby increasing his pension during rising
prices, and decreasing: the pension during the deflationary
periods. ^^ Deferred Profit Sharing Flans have also been ad-
vocated as cures for fluctuating purchasing power. Some peo-
ple contend that there are psychological objections tc the
retired employee, who receives a pension of a fluctuating
amount. Nevertheless, it would seem doubtful because of the
usual lack of available funds that a small business would be
able to pi'ovide benefits to compensate the loss of purchasing
power. However, one possibility might be the use of a Dsfer-
"Bigger Pensions in 1953." Business .Veek . L!arch I4
1953. p. 170.
cc
^-"Calvert, ?:. Geoffrey, "Taking the Gamble Cut of Pen-




red Profit Sharinr Finn or Trust Pjtig Type Plan with the
fund invested in ccinion stock. Such suf ges tioi.'s , as have
been mentioned, ac not provide a fire with the ability to
buQ^-et dinual pension costs, and hence, are usually avoided.
Cne or th.e most difficult problerLS an employer faces,
when designing his pension plan, is the matter of providing
retirement income for the years previously served by his em-
ployees. .Vhen a pension plan is adopted, many employees
have already re-jched an advanced age. In order to provide
these employees with an adequate retirement income, their
years of past service must in some way be considered. This
problem arises when a percentage type benefit formula is
being used. The cost of past service credit may prove stag-
57gering. This fact has often discouraged the initial estab-
lishment of a pensicn program. However, costs may be kept
to a minimum by refusing to credit past service. Such prac-
tice will probably prove harmful to the success of the pen-
sion program and is net recommended. Nevertheless, it is
the opinion of some employers, that future employees should
not be penalized by receiving inadequate benefits because of
the failure or inability of the firm in establishing past
^ Sder, George J., "Taking the Gamble Cut of Pensions--
Perhaos," Public Utilities Fcrtnirhtly . July 2, 1953. vol. 52.
p. 23:
^"^Refer to Appendix B for sample cost figures.
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service f'oiids. kncther rexeay rany be the establishiaent of
higher eligibility restrictions. Cr , only a sj^ecified nuijter
of years or past service .^ay be allowed for credit calcjla-
ticns. The most ccmnon solution is tc vary the percentc^-e
of annual wage between p':st service and future service bene-
fit:, .-hen the annual v^a^e of the employee, at the tiiae of
adoption oT the plan, is used tc deterr^ine past service ben-
efit, the past service percenta§'e is often 1/2 or 3/4 ^^ the
en
future service rate.-''^ In any case, a decision .iiust be nade
as to the utilization of past service. If the decision Is
tc include past service benefits, the cost of funding such
benefits rr.ay be paid in a la'np su::: cr amortized over a period
of IC or r.ore years. The paynient of a lur.p su-n does have
the advantage of acquiring tax free interest, which in turn
will reduce future pension cblifaticns. However, this uieth-
od of ccverin£ the cost of past service benefits is usually
not applicable tc s.Tiall business because of the amoant of
capital required. If amortization of the past service
obligations is decided upon, the sum may be amortized over a
60
period of years up tc even ^^0 years. The only restriction,
placed on such amortization by the Pureau of Internal Revenue
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an amount exceeding' lOf. of the past service pension corts in
any one ye^.r. Such restriction does allow for a carry-over
deduction for any period in which the maximum amount allowed
61
is not contributed. However, it is improbable that this
would occur in a small business, unless the firm's profits
had hi^'h fluctuation. Cne contention is that during excep-
tionally profitable years, as lar^'e an amount as possible
should be contributed to take advantage of the untaxable
interest provided. Who^. either of the above methods of pro-
viding for past service is used, it should be remembered that
the past service problem will gradually die out as the long
service employees are retired.
In designing a retirement benefit formula a study must
be made of the personnel data, the history, the policies, and
the financial condition of the employer. °^ With these con-
siderations in mind, an employer may choose from four major
benefit formula types. Cne type, the "Flat Benefit Plan",
provides a specific amount of retirement income to the employ-
ee, regardless of salary or length of service. This method
usually provides for a very high eli^-ibility age, and the
possibility of dissatisfaction among the employees. Most
plans contracted with unions have evolved in this type.
^•^Ibid.
, 27, p. 14,
Gardner, Esmond B. , "Trusteed Flans ," Trends in Retire -




Nevertheless, the unioiis are not expected tc remain satis-
fied with such benefits. Consequently, few small firms em-
ploy this type of plan.
A second type, the "Flat Tercentape of Income Plan",
provides retirement income based on earnings. The earnings
may be average annual wage, the highest annual wage received,
or the average annual wage over a design?; ted number of years
prior to retirement. In any case, the annual ware as a rule.
Includes only base wages without overtime or bonuses. This
type of formula usually determines benefits by apj^ying a
certain percentage to the average annual wage of an employee.
The Charles D. Spencer and Associates survey determined that
25^ of pay is the most popular among the small firm plans
analyzed. However, the percentages used varied from 6O1'
(less Social Security) down to 10^. They also determined
that about 29^J of the 31? plans used this type of formula.
Nevertheless, it is not recommended, because the costs are
usually high for workers who are employed at a late age.
Furthermore, benefits provided may tend to be out of pro-
portion to services rendered. Variations of this type of
formula are being used, in which a small percentage of past
and future service pay, say .5^1 Is added to a flat percent-




, 33. p. 16.
^^Ibid. , 23, p. 1^.
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A third type cf forrauln
,
"Percentage of Pr.y Times Years
of Service Fl^.n" , is probably the most popular method. It
takes into account both the duration of service rendered by
the employee and the annual pay which he has received. Var-
iations as to the definition of pay may be used in this
formula. If the average annual wage is used to determine
the retirei-nent benefit, the pension costs may be accurately
contributed. However, if the average annual pay for ten
years prior to retirement is used, an estimation of the cor-
rect contribution during the early eraploynent years is dif-
ficult. Hence, the possibility arises that an employer might
be unable tc meet his future obligations during low profit
years. 113 plane, or 3^/?^ of 'ill investigated in the atove
survey, used the "Percentage of Pay Times Years of Service
Plan". Cf these plans, a variation was observed in the use
of different percentages for past and future service pay.
Of those with split service percentages. If. cf future service
pay plus .5?' of past service pay was the most common. Cther
variations observed were
.5^ past service plus .75^ of future
service, and
.75?^ of past service pay plus If, of future
service pay. A little over half of the 113 pl^ns used the
same percentage for both past and future service pay. The
most prominent figures were
.75f^ ^^^ l/^« "^ ^^ ^^^ "percent-
age of annual income" variation is used, the retirement
^Ibld.
, 33. p. 16.
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income is provided by the percentfife of ench yearr. :innual
income, v/hile it ii. tei::^ ecrned. Therefore, the ecplcyer
is c'";p::.ble or .'iccumtely planning his pension costs. Cne
disadvantage to the "Tercentafe of Pay Times Years of Service
Flan" is that hi^'hly skilled men or men of outstanding (quali-
fications, who are broupht into a firm after they have
reached a later Q-ge, do not receive adequate recognition.
To overcome the obstacle of inadequate recoFnition,
"The Churchill Formula" has been devised in which a combina-
tion of the "Flat Percentage" and the "Percentage of Pay
Times Years of Service Plan" has been utilized. A descrip-
tion of this plan has previously been noted as a variation
of the "Flat Percenta^-e Plan.". This plan may be appropriate
for small business in special cases, and it is being used.
In the above survey, 5 of t-he 31? plans installed provide for
30^ of pay plus .5^ of past and future service, and U plans
provide 2O5C of pay plus the same percentage for service. '
The decision to be made on the amount of retirement in-
come, and the design of the benefit formula to be used to
provide this income, are obviously critical ones. It should
be remembered that the employer must strike a balance between
the interests of his employees, and his ability to pay. Thus,
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tance to the overall success of the pension pro^Tf::n,
Other Supplementary Benefits
In most pension plans seme provision is incorporated to
provide pre-retirenient death benefits to the included employ-
ees. Such :i provision is a ;aeans of providing- family secu-
rity for the younf employee, whose benefits, under ::iost types
of plans, v.ill not have accumulated. The younp employee may
have freater fa.T.ily responsibility during his early years
of employment, and hence, if possible, desires the provision
for his family's immediate security. If such provision is
included in the pension plan as insurance, which is the most
common method, the employee must include as taxable income
the portion of the employer's contribution attributed to the
employee's death benefit.
Post retirement death benefit provisions are usually
included in insured pension plans. Such provisions are pro-
vided by a clause designating benefits for life or ten years
assured, /^fter death, if death occurs prior to 10 years from
the date of retirement, the retired eiiiployee's beneficiary
receives the balance of the assured payments. However, in
most self-funded plans the pension ceases upon the death of
the retired employee. If the plan is contributory, the em-
ployee's contributions, not applied to a life insurance pur-
chase, are returned to the beneficiary v»ith or without inter-
est. Another variation is to return the employee's contribu-
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tlon, rainuE the fimount of pension received since retirement.
Disability provisions are soraetirr.es provided by a small
firm's pension plan. Some Insured plans Include 'ill such
benefits in a packaged type plan, where the savings accrued
by one benefit supplement the expense of another. Hence,
the total cost re.r.alns within reason. However, the thoupht
that added expense accompanies each benefit, must not be for-
gotten. The provision of retirement income is basic to a
pension plan, and must not be penalized by an overabundance
of supplementary benefits.
Financing Methods
The actual cost of a pension plan is commonly said to
be made up of the payments made to employees after retire-
ment, plus cost of administration, minus income, if any,
earned by the plan. Pension costs cannot be accurately
calculated in advance, since they depend on such things as
the employees' mortality rate, rate of severaiice , rate of
disability, and interest on money. Involved. Many methods of
financing pensions have evolved due to this inability to
predict pension costs accarately.
One financing method is referred to as the "Fay-As -Ycu-
Go" method. It is of the unfunded type, which me-;ns It is
not provided for by an irrevocable trust or underwritten by
an Insurance company. In essence, this method involves pay-
ing retirement benefits directly out of the firm's working
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capital, as the benefits become due. This method appears to
be the cheapest d^aring the initial years of a plan. But,
as more employees retire the cost inevitably increases. A
recent study indicated that for a specific plan, the "Pay-As-
You-Go" method cost less for the first 17 years. At such
time, the cost of this method exceeded that of funding the
63
same plan. Advocates of this method centered that younp
firms, and especially small firms, are in need of working
capital, jyhich would be required by the funded method. How-
ever, a pension plan may provide more working capital. In
other words, it is permissible for a company to borrow from
69its employee pension plan when set up as a trust. ^ A definite
disadvantage of the "Pay-As-You-Go" method is its failure to
provide for employee security. This method does not guarantee
the continuance of a pension during poor profit years or when
a business changes hands. Furthermore, there is no tax saving
except on the actual pension payments made to the employees.
In short, this method of pension financing is not recommended.
Another variation of the unfunaed type of financing is
referred to as a "Bookkeeping Reserve". In this method, an
employer accumulates a reserve from which to pay pensions.
68
Ibid. ,47. p. 23
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However, this reserve is maintained as an asset cT the com-
pany. The provision of eriplovee security is afr.ln missinp,
since the reserve may be used as and when the firm v.'ishes.
Hence, the capital necessary to pay benefits may not te avail-
able when needed. The reserve belongs to the employer, and
it is subject to chan^-es in policy r;nd to the rifhts of
creditors, iilso, interest earned by such reserve is subject
to corporate income tax. Hence, this variation of unfunded
type financing is also not recommended.
The popularity of funded financinf of pension plans is
indicated by the recent number of funded plans. In 1952,
about 16, COO pension plans were of the funded type.'*-* Such
popularity is net unfounded. In the funded method of fi-
nancing, the costs of the benefits are actuarially determined.
The retire.'x'ent benefits are provided by a reserve fund estab-
lished during the productive years of the employees.
The reserve fund may be provided in several 7/ays. "Level
Payments" actuarially determined, may be contributed to the
fund durin^^ each of the employee's productive years. Hence,
the pension benefits are provided out of profits from current
production, and the employee is helping to provide his own
retirement income. By usinf level payments the employer's
contribution remains the same throughout the duration of a
worker's employment. However, another means of funding,
'^'^
Ibid.





F'rcvides 'i rising cost eiic'r. year
for a unit of retlren:ent income. In this method, the cost
71
of each year's pension credit Is funded during thct year.
Both of these methods are actuarially sound, since the ano'unt
of contribution provided is adequate to fuarantee the retire-
ment benefits promised, providinp the assumption on employee
mortality is correct.' An incorrect ass^onption in estimat-
ing- the mortality rate of the employees of a small business
could produce disastrous results in the concern's ability to
pay its pension obligations. However, this danger is pro-
vided for by applying a statistically calculated safety
margin to the amounts funded, or by basing the mortality as-
sumption on the combined personnel histories of several sim-
73ilar companies.
There are numerous advantages to a funded plan. Only a
funded plan may be "qualified'* by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue.'^ Such qualification provides several tax-advantages
within liciits prescribed by section 23(p) of the Internal
Revenue Code. Contributions of the employer may be deducted
71
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Labor Relations . Cornell University ; Prepared by the G.
Gils on Terriberry Company, February i^, 1954'
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from taxable corporate incone during the years In which con-
tributions are macfe. Also, nny interest earned by qualified
pension funds is exempt from income tax. Furthermore, retire-
ment income, as provided by a qualified funded plan, may be
considered capital pain in retired employee income tax cal-
culations. -^ Thus, the funded plan costs less. In a recent
study concerning the cost of identical benefits as provided
by funded and non-funded plans, it was determined that, after
tax considerations, the cost to the employer, when using a
funded plan, would be less than 2/3 of the cost required by
a non-funded plan.
The advantage of security is emphasized by the funded
method. The fund is always available to pay retirement in-
come to the employee upon retirement. Furthermore, since
this plan is usually qualified under the Internal Revenue
Code, the employer is not free to terminate the plan without
the Bureau of Internal Revenue's consent. Such consent is
only given when the discontinuance of the plan is required
by business necessity. If termination is allowed during the
early years of a plan, the employer will be taxed on his pre-
vious contributions. Therefore, it behooves an employer to
establish a plan which he is able to continue. Thus, the
employee's retirement is further guaranteed, v/hich tends to
^^Ibid. , 27, p. 14.
"^ ibid.
, 63, p. 36.
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to maintain food employee relations.
Another arfument is often sup:fested in selling' funded
plans. The fundlnf' :nethod of financinf pensions is analo-
gous to the method used in machine replacement, where the
value of the machine is amortized throughout its productive
life. Similarly, the cost of employees retirement should be
amortized throughout their productive life. In this way,
the costs of the pension are provided during the years of
the worker's employment, rather than by requiring excessive
costs at possibly some less profitable future time.'' Since
the employer's pension obligations are provided in advance,
the possibility of a small firm's needing to terminate the
plan due to business recession, is reduced. Thus, the em-
ployee's retirement income reiiiains sec^ore.
Past service credits are usually prcviaed with a funded
plan. This fact is considered by some as a disadvantage be-
cause of the initial capital outlay when establishing a plan.
However, since in a qualified plan, an employee is permitted
to amortize this amount over as many as i^O years, the past
service credit is not all initial payment.
Another advantage to funding a pension plan is that
this method is conducive to contributory aid by the employees
Such employee contributions may be utilized to reduce the
cost of the employer's obligation, or they may provide in-
'''^Ibid. , /|5. p. 22,

acreased retire;nent inccme for the employees. In the funded
plan, security Is provided to employee contributions, since
the fund is not available to the employer as operating capi-
tal.
After considering; the previously stated advantages of
the funded method of financing, it is highly recommended that
a pension plan be funded. Furthermore, in order to take full
advantage of the funding principle, it is recommended that
funding of a plan should not be postponed. Such postponement
of funding for the retirement of any specific group of employ-
ees only increases the cost of retirement.
In connection with the financing of a pension plan, the
decision must be made by the employer as to whether his plan
should be contributory or non-contributory. Emphasis was
placed on the use of contributory plans during the war years.
This was partially due to rulings of the Wage Stabilization
Board, which disallowed wage increases to attract employees.
Furthermore, the presence of excess profit taxes diminished
the cost of employer contributions. However, the trend is
returning to contributory type plans, since federal corporate
Income tax rates have been reduced, rendering employer con-
tributions less valuable as tax deductions. In a pension
study conducted in 19^4-9 which covered 255 companies of vari-
ous sizes, it was determined that 60,5^ of small firm plans




In Icircer groups. Nevertheless, ndvanta^es to both meth-
ods are available.
79
In the non-contributory plan, the employer has com-
plete freedom on the decision of benefits and retirement age.
The plrm covers all eligible employees, not only those who
wish to participate. Furthermore, the employer's contribu-
tion retains a tax-advantape; whereas any contributions from
the employee would be included in the employee's taxable in-
come. A reduction of cost is lIso attributed to the reduction
in administrf^tion expense, when a non-contributory plan is
used. Also, the credit for the pension plnn is completely
vested with the employer."
51On the other har.d
,
a contributory plan, does reduce
the employer's contribution to some decree. Enthusiasm for
the plan is stimulated because the contributory plan usu'illy
provides more liberal benefits. i'»nd too, the plan promotes
thrift on the part of the employees. Such employee contribu-
tions, as a rule, build up interest which is applied to the
amount of contributions. This promotes liberal vesting to
the employee and death benefits to his beneficiary. Further
' "Company Pension and Grour-Insurance Plans: Cost Shar-
ing," L!onthly Labor Review
,
I.!arch, 1950, vol. 7^ , p. 293.
79
'^Refer to Appendix A for glossary of terms.
An Aid In Drafting Pension Agreements ; 1953, National
Life Insurance Company, I'cntpelier , Vermont.
^Refer to Appendix A for glossary of terms.
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apprecintion of contributory plcins has been shown in numferous
union negotiations, where the union has indicated the willing-
ness of its members to contribute tc the pension plan. In
short, a plan, which is partially financed by employee con-
tributions, has numerous advantages
.
The contributions of the employees are normally applied
to the cost of future service credits; whereas past service
credits are paid for exclusively by the employer. Also, where
life insurance is optional, its cost is usually provided for
out of the employee's contribution.
Although the present tendency is to establish a contrib-
utory plan, the percent of cost which is contributed by the
employees has been generally reduced. The previously mention-
ed survey by Charles D. Spencer and Associates reported that
the larger number of small company plans call for the employ-
ee to pay 1/3 of the total cost. However, methods using 23?'
and 20f, appeared almost as frequently. Several plans, report-




The general consensus of opinion on contributory plans
has been well expressed by a small coraprmy in describing
their own plan.
The retirement features of the plan are based on philosophy
^^
Ibid.
. k3> p. 21.
83 Ibid
. , 33, p. 16.

^thnt the employee should share in the responsltllity for
his retirement and that a pension should be an enrned rig'ht
,
not fi charity payment. The Company has acted on the premise
that the burden is not solely on management's shoulders,
however, and that, like Social Security, the cost should
be shared as a means of buildinf and maintaininr the employ-
ee's sense of self respect. The success of the plan is
thus not dependent upon the employer'.'? power to give but
upon the cooperation of all the forces within the organiza-
tion. ^4
When discussing the problem of pension finance, the ad-
vanta^-es of pool, area or industry type plans should not be
forfotten. The Committee For Economic Development in their
report on special problems of small business has made a sim-
ilar recommendation.
That the proprietors of small busii.ess, through their trade
organizations or other appropriate channels , explore the
possibilities of arranging employee security programs for
groups of businesses, in which case costs comparable to
those enjoyed by larger enterprises might be achieved. 95
A pool system for small banks was originated in 194^ by
the Detroit Trust Company in which a deferred-profit sharing
type of plan was employed. Each member bank was allowed to
specify what percent of annual profits were to be assigned
to the pool fund and how its employees' pension credits were
to be figured. By use of the pool system, the Trust Company
annual fees were reduced, since a larger fund benefits by
lower service charges. Similar plans have since been estab-
3k^
"The Guaranteed Annual .v'age: A Small Conipany's /-iJiST/er,"
Personnel
.
January, 1954. P. 299.
85
.ry
^Ibid. , 12. p. 6.




Further experimentation has been conducted by the
United Auto Viorkers Union (CIO). In 195^. ^ri industry type
plan was cciitracted with the Automotive Tool ':nd Die Manu-
facturers Association in Detroit. This plan covered 6,000
employees of 70 compr.nies, and provided $1CC a month pen-
sion from a fund provided by the ATDL^A."'
Ai^other pilot plan of the UA.V v/as established in the
Toledo area, in November of 195^. This plr^n differed from
the Detroit plan in that it covered small businesses in
various fields of enterprise. The plan pave coverage to
1250 employees of 19 different companies. Contributions of
7 cents per hour per employee were made to the area fund by
each employer to provide the monthly retirement income of
38
$117.50 to covered employees.
The most recent boost to this type of f^roup plan is
that which has been prepared by the Bakery and Confectionary
Workers International Union (AFL). The plan is presently
being set up as a single fund to cover l60,000 union members
throughout the country. It will be the first group plan to
89
cover an industry.
'"Area Pensions In Detroit," Business .Veek . June 3.
1950, p. 86.
8B
"Area Pensions In Toledo," Business lieek , December I5
1951, p. 34.
39
"One Big Pension," Business VJeek. April j, 1954«
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Such pool, p.refi or industrial group plrms are credited
with many advantafes. The cost of administration is clajmed
to be much less for one large plan than for many snail ones.
Vesting privileges are 100^ within the member companies.
And, as a rule, after a prescribed period (2C years), the
covered employee retains full vested rights to his pension
credits. Furthermore, such a plan provides for unifcrin con-
tributions from the employers, and it also provides uniform
retirement benefits to the employees. However, the main
objectives of group plans are to provide a pension program
for employers of small concerns who would otherwise find it
difficult and possibly expensive to estallish their own pro-
gram; and in a similar vane, to provide a maximum reduction
90in pension costs as provided by large scale operations.
Advantages are usually accompanied by disadvantages,
and the group system is no exception. Some employers feel
that this type of plan gives the union too much control over
hiring. The pension-fund status of the man to be hired would
prevail. Employers are also of the opinion that companies
with a larger number of younger employees would have to pay
more than their share. They further fear no end to the In-
91
crease in labor demands concerning employer contributions.^
90Segal, Martin E. , "Recent Trends In I.!anagement-Labor
.Velfare Funds," The Journal of Commerce . New York, June 19,
1953. vol. 236, p. 5.
91
^
"Area Pension Plan Perks Up," Business .Veek, IJcvember
^, 1950, p. 120.
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Regardless of the disadvanta^-es of such a froup pension
syste.il, the Idea can and no doubt will spread r^ipldly to In-
dustries in which it would be practical. In any case, if




PENSION PLMS APPRCPRIATS TC StlALL BUSINESS
In decidinf on a medium to be used in funding a small
firm's pension program, the employer should keep in mind that
the future of his business is flexible. Financial reverses
may cause the business to terminate. The possibility of con-
solidation with a larger firm is ever present, and in the esse
of single proprietorships, death may cause the ownership of
the concern to change hands, .'iith these prospects in mind
it seems apparent that only insured, or at least partially
insured plans, are appropriate for use by small business.
One exception to the rule is the case of a small business in-
cluded in a pool type plan, for which, any fundinf medium
used by larfe corporations could be suprested. In this dis-
cussion only insured or partially insured plr:ns will be pre-
sented.
Individual Retirement Income Plan
This plan is appropriate for small firms regardless of
their size, ks a rule, the plan consists of contributing
level pa^^'ments to a pension trust with an appointed trustee.
The trustee in turn invests these payments in individual re-
tirement annuity policies as directed by the terms of the
plan and trust agreement. The policies are underwritten by
an insurance company for the Individual employee, and are
kept in trust ijintil such time as the employee retires or ter-
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xinates his service. The level pv.yzients are tosed on the
age of each employee, tlieir respective retire. .;ent dates, and
the designated amount of retirement benefit to be received.
The retirement annuity policies are usually combined with
some form of life ins^orance benefit. The usual policy pro-
vides for ;?1,000 of insurance for each 4<10 of monthly retire-
ment income. For those employees physically disqualified
for such life insurance, death benefits mfiy be provided by
purchasing additional annuity policies which provide the same
amount of benefit at death in returned premiums or cash val-
92
ue.^
The individual retirement income plan has advantages for
the small business. The major advantafe being that -ifter
the employee's retirer.ent benefit has been determined, and
the annual cost has been calculated, the responsibility for
guaranteeing; these benefits rests entirely with the insurance
company. In this type plan the costs will not increase un-
less additional benefits are to be provided. -^ Consequently,
the employer is assured of a maximum commitment for each year
of the plan.
The main disadvantages of this type of plan are its lack
of flexibility and its cost. The cost to the employer in an
^^Ibid.,27. p. 14.
93^ -^Pension Flans and Profit^Sharinr Plans ; a booklet pre-




annual fixed coamitment during poor profit years could be
disastrous. The premiums must be F"i<^ rerardless of the
firm's financial condition. Policies do have loan vrilue, and
hence, may be borro'.ved on by the employer. However, this is
detrimental to employer-enplcyee relations, and may be de-
clared a violation of qualification by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. The cost of administration of this type of plan is
hifher than any other funding method. ^ The death benefit
expense is unnecessarily high, and the attributed cost must
be included on the employee's tax returns. Individual policy
plans, inherently provide liberal vesting privileges. The
policies are given to the employee upon severance with the
company, for his continuance. This defeats the purpose of a
retirement plan, in that cash values are distributed prior
to retirement.
The disadvantages of an Individual Retirement Income
Plan far outweigh the advantages. However, in many extremely
small businesses, this plan is a necessity to provide the
desired objectives because of the unavailability of other
options.
Group Permanent Retirement Income Plan
This use of group permanent retirement income policies
has been suggested to alleviate one of the disadvantages of
9ll
^Ibld.
, 69, p. 36
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individual retirement income plr:ns. However, the nuaber of
employees necessary to meet insurance company proup under-
writing requirements must be nvnilnble. As a rule, rroup
underwriting requires ^C employees or more, but In some cases
may be offered to companies with only 25 or less participat-
ing employees. In the use of this policy, life insurance
coveraf;e is made on a froup basis which includes those em-
ployees unqualified for individual life insurance coverage.
Thus, the need is removed for additional annuity policies
95for these employees.
This type plan is an improvement upon the individual
retirement income plcn. Yet, the same disadvantages prevail
with the exception of reduced cost attributed to death benefit
Deferred Group Annuity Flan
The deferred g-roup annuity plan may be utilized by small
firms havinf a minimum of 25 eligible employees. However,
the inclusion of such small firms may be restricted by the
Isws of the individual states. This plan ronsists of pur-
chasing, on an annual single premium basis, a deferred an-
nuity policy for each eligible employee. The premiums are
paid to the insui^ance company under which the plan has been
contracted, and each covered employee receives n certificate,
written by the insurance company, which specifies his benefit.
^^Ibid.
, 27. p. 14.

0^
The retirement benefit cbllpatlon Is shifted to the insur-
ance company, dives tinf the employer of further liability as
long as the premiums are paid. The contracted premium rates
and plan provisions are puaranteed during the initial 5 years
of the plan. However, at the end of such time, the rates
may be increased ly the insurance company to absorb any
losses v;hich nay have occured due to the previous agreement.
Yet, the insurance company has assured 1 maximum payment for
the annuities preventing recovery of excessive accrued losses
over a reasonable length of time. This fact is of great
Importance to the small business.^
A deferred group annuity plan has the advantage in that
each unit of annuity purch^-sed is fully paid, except for the
possibility of increased future rates. The administration
expenses of the plan are transferred to the insurance com-
pany, and any actuarial services needed are furnished by the
company to the employer. A major advantage offered by any
group plan is the reduction in premium costs as compared to
that of the individual policy type. ZJost group annuity con-
tracts provide that the employer may receive future dividends
if the experience of the group so permits.
A disadvantage of a deferred group annuity is the lack
of life insurance benefits. In devising the premium rate,
mortality is disccunted by the company. Hence, upon the
9^Ibid.
, 71, p. 33.
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death of the employee before or after retirement, the employ-
er receives no refund. Cn death prior to retirement the
employee's beneficiary receives only thnt amount as has been
accrued by the annuities purchased.^^ Such death benefits
prior to retirement should be supplemented by additional
insurance. Upon the death of the employee after retirement,
the beneficiary receives the remainder of the amount of the
annuity, /inother disadvantafe of a deferred froup annuity
plan may occur because of the average a^e of the employees.
A small firm may have a hifh average a^e of employees, which
might necessitate hi^-her annual premiums to faster liquidate
the past service liability. After this has been done, past
service reciuireraents could be fully funded in order of age
98prior to retirement.^ Usually, there are restrictions con-
cerning employee contributions in this type of plan. Most
insurance companies specify that a definite required percent-
age of the totr^l eligible employees must contribute before
the contributory provision may be included in the plan. This
type also requires a fixed commitment on the part of the em-
ployer.
The cost of a deferred group annuity plan is estimated
at approximately 10°:^ of the participating payroll. However,
it is considered as one of the cheaper means of providing an
9'^Ibld.
. 45, p. 22.
98TbI id.. ^7. p. 23
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The Combination Plan or Blended Plan has been devised
to incorporate as many advantafes as possible in one plan.
This plan has been created for firms whose employees nusber
25 or less. In this plan, an ordinary life insurance policy
with conversion privilefes is purchased for each employee at
the a^'e of entrance into the retire'^ent profrain. At the
desi^'nateu retirecierit a^e, the life insurance policy is con-
verted to an annuity contract by the addition of a lump sum
payment, thus providin^^ retirement income. The amcunt of
additional pa^/raent required for conversion is specified by
the insurance company at the issuance of the ordinary life
policy. The supplementary fund, from which the ccnverj'ion
amounts are obtained, is provided by periodic payments made
by the employer. This fund may be invested with the insur-
ance company or formed as a trusteed fund. However, the con-
tributions to the suppleLientary fund must acc^jmulate to pre-
determined amounts necessary to convert the ordinary life
1 or
policies at retirement dates of the participatinf employees.
The principal advantage of the Combination Plan is its
°°Refer to Appendix B, Plan E, for sample cost fi^'ures
^^
^Ibid .. 45. p. 22.
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flexibility. If the conversion fund is' invested v;ith the
insurance company issuing the ordinr:ry life policies, the
contributions to the fund probably will be required in level
payments, thus elimlnatlnf the flexibility feature. !Iowever
,
if the fund is for:iied as a self administered trust, the
flexibility of the plan is 'luite noticeable. Durin^^ periods
of low profit, wlien contributions to the plan would not be
possible, life policy premi^oms may be paid out of the con-
version fund. And during profitable years the fund cculd be
built up to take care of any depression years. The process
could be enacted without detriment to the actuarial soundness
of the plan. It also would be recognized by the Federal Re-
enUe Code. A reduction in cost to the employer may be
realized by investing; the conversion fund at higher interest
as provided by banking firms. Vesting privileges are usually
specified so that the severed employee retains the life
insurance policy, and the funded amount of the trust remains
in the fund to reduce costs of the employer. Hence, turnover
does not prove too great an added expense. Another advantage
may be incorporated in the plan, if the life insurance con-
tract is provided by group terra life insurance, rather than
by an individual ordinary life policy. If this is done, the
covered employees would not be subject to income tax on their
insurance benefit. Furthermore, a tax -advantage may be
imparted to the beneficiary of a preretirement death, if the




fvoup terTi insurance aspect is incorporated. The group
insurance sufpestions may not be available, depending upon
the size of firm restrictions of the company.
One disadvantage to this type of plan is very notice-
able. The plan does require excessive .'idministraticn ex-
pense, as in the individual retirement income plan. Never-
103
theless, the plan is very applicable to small business.
Deferred Profit Sharing' Plan
A Deferred Profit-Sharing Plan is felt by some people
to be the answer to a small cc:npany's pension problems. In
this plan, an employer contributes a certain percentage of
his annual profits to a trust fund. This f^ond is allocated
among the covered employees of the firm using a formula
based on their wages, or years of service, or both. Upon
reaching retirement age, the portion of the fund credited to
the employee, is disbijirsed to him in a lump sura, or a paid
up annuity is purchased for the employee to supply retire-
ment income. ^
This type of plan is -ipplicable to small business for
use of deferring payment oi' profit sharing funds in the form
^^^Ibld.
, ^-3, p. 22.
Refer to Appendix B, Plan A, for sample cost figures
Walton, Lawrence, ••Small Business Can Pay Pensions,"
Nation's Business
.
September, 19U9 , vol. 37» P« 29.
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of pensions. However, the plnn lacks many of the essentials
of a food pension plan. One attribute is the advantage to
the employer of not havlnf a fixed r.nnual comnitraent. If
there is no profit, no contribution is re^iuired. The profit-
sharing aspect does provide an incentive to greater employee
efficiency. Hence, if the profits of the company are hifh
over a long period of time, the employee may receive increased
benefits. Nevertheless, it is possible for the reverse to
occur.
In spite of these inherent advantages, it has many dis-
advantages. The inability of a deferred profit-sharing plan
to provide for adequate past service benefits, is a pro-
nounced disadvantage. Long service employees can not be pro-
vided with credits for past service prior to the establish-
ment date of the plan. Hence, the retirement income will be
inadequate for those employees who retire shortly after the
plan is initiated. This may lead to problems ccncernlng the
retiring of superannuated personnel. The reduction of turn-
over, due to a profit-sharing plan may be obliterated. If
graduated severance benefit formulas are not utilized, the
employee's share of the fund may induce him to leave the firm
in order to collect his cash benefit. Furthermore, as in any
profit-sharing plan for pension purposes or otherwise, the
definition of profits may lead to differences between the
employer and his employees. Such differences may instigate
"Fishing Expeditions", and inforractlon detrimental to the
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company's welfare may be disclosed. In most deferred profit-
sharing plans, severance and disability benefits are size-
able. 'iVith such previsions, the fund may be diminished to
the point where inadequate funds are available for retlre-
10'5
ment income payments. ^
In spite of the disadvantages of a deferred profit-
sharing plan, many plnns of this type are in use and have








It hP^s been explaine'd that since the vvorklnf population
is getting older, and since their retirement is not adequate-
ly provided for, business must help to provide them with ad-
equate security in the form of pensions. Approximately 99^
of the business firms of the country are small business, as
arbitrarily defined. Hence, the problem arises of how small
business can provide this security.
The benefits provided by pension plans both to the em-
ployee and the employer of a small business have been empha-
sized.
The required provisions of the customary private pension
plan have been discussed, keeping in mind their application
to small business. An explanation of what these provisions
mean and their advantages and disadvantages to small business,
have been presented. In the discussion of each provision,
recent examples have been stated , and recent trends have been
noted, to clarify the explanation, and to enlighten the reader
as to their usuage.
General types of pension plans in present use by small
firms have been examined, with the intent to clarify their
desirability for small business.
Realizing the fact that the pension problems of two
businesses are never alike, recommendations of a general




It is quite appp.rent from the study of pension plr-ns
for small business, that an attempt at making specific re-
commendations would be futile. The problems confrcntinf one
small business are never identical to those confronting
another. Therefore, the individual company must decide upon
a plan v/hich fulfills the need of its employees, and yet,
may be afforded by the company.
With the individuality of the pension problem in mind,
the following general recommendations in designing of a plan
are listed:
1. Eligibility restrictions should be so designed to in-
clude as many of the employees as possible.
2. i\ definite retirement date should be specified, allow-
ing only necessary exceptions.
3. Severance benefits should be included on a limited,
graduated basis.
H. Retirement benefits should be reasonable, and based
only on the company's sincere ability to pay.
5. The plan should be actuarially sound and 100^ funded.
6. Provision for employee contributions should be included
in the plan.
7. The plan shcild be designed to permit "qualification".
8. A clause permitting periodic review and amendment of
the plan should be included.
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The major recommendatlcns that can be made to the of-
ficers of c small business are: to study their pension prob-
lems thoroufhly; make a survey of the possible solutions;
and most important of all, secure competent advice. The aid
of an attorney, banker, and an insurance agent or pension





k GLOSSARY CF PRINCIPLE TERI^S USED
IN
DISCUSSING PENSION AJJD CTIIER DEFERRED CCLTENSATICN PLANS
Prepared from a Seminar of the New York State School of In-
dustrial and Labor Relations, Cornell University, February





USU..L LIEAr:iL'G AS AFrLIx:.D TC F2Iv"SICi:
AND CTHi::R DEFERRED CCL:i-'EKSATiaJ FLAL'S
1. Pension Flan (Retirement Flan) - A formalized profraiL
for determlninf lifetime incomes to be paid to em-
ployees after retirement.
2. Funded Plan - Frobatle cost of ultimate benefits actu-
arially determined and reserve established duririg
employees' working years.
3. Partially Funded Flan - Actuarial reserves r.ot fully
established during employees working years.
4. Unfunded (Pay-As-Ycu-Co) Plan - Lieeting pension costs
only as actual payments are made to pensioners -
no advance funding of any kind.
5. Insured Flan - A plan funded through an Insurance Com-
pany.
(a) Group Annuity Plan - Annuities purchased fcr
each individual as premiums are paid under
group contract.
(b) Deposit Administration Plan - Contributions
are paid under a group contract and are ac-
cumulated with guaranteed interest in an un-
allocated fund from which there is drawn at
an individual's retirement the single premium
sufficient to purchase an annuity.
(c) Immediate Participation Deposit Administra-
tion Plan - A deposit administration plan un-
der which the fund, during its active teriTi,
is credited with full interest earnings of
Insurance Company in lieu of any minim-am guar-
antee and is reduced only by actual benefit
payments and by actual allocated expenses in
lieu of Siny purchase rate guarantee.
(d) Individual Contract Plan - Contributions are
used to purchase for each, individual a retire-
ment Incoiiie contract which may or may not in-
clude life insurance.
6. Self Administered (Trusteed) Plan - Plan f'unded through
a trustee which may be a bank, an individual or
group of individuals. Each year an actuarially
determined omount is paid to trustee. Pension pay-
ments will be made from the fund as they fall due.
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7. .Velfare Fund Pension Pl^in - A trust covering r: union and
a eroup of e,Tjployers which provides pension bene-
fits for eli£ible eT.ployees. Plan n:ay be self ad-
ministered or insured. Required by l-iw to have re-
presentatives of both employers and union on aduiin-
istrative beard of plan.
V V V-
8. Profit Sharing Fens ion Flan - Fercentage of annual pro-
fits ditributed equitably by formula tc account of
each employee. Accumulated a.-Tiounts xriy le used tc
purchase pensions. Thus, the amount of contribu-
tions determines the pension,
9. Thrift Plan - Employees make contributions which are sup-
plemented in a fixed ratio by employer contributions
which may be conditioned on available profits. Ac-
cumulated 'imounts may be used tc purchase pensions.
Usually has liberal vesting and cash options.
•vC >;- >f <;• "It iv V- »<^ ». <{
IC. Contributory Plan - Employee pays part of the cost.
11. Non-contributory Plan - Employer pays entire cost.
12. Unit Purchase Plan - Formula of pension benefit for each
year of service is fixed ana the cost varies.
13. ^oney Purchase Plan - Formula of cci.trilutions of each
year of service is fixed and the amo^unt of pension
varies.
14. Final Pay Plan - Amount of pension based on earnings
just prior tc retirement or the average earnings
for a short period of years just prior tc retire-
ment. Llay include proportionate reduction for
shorter service.
15. Average Pay Plan - Amoui;t of pension based on earnings
during credited years of participation. Includes
unit purchase plan where benefit is a percentage
of each year's earnings.
16. Flat Benefit Plan - Plan provides uniform pension re-
gardless of earnings. Usually specifies minimum
service requirement with proportional reduction for
shorter service. Benefits from Social Security
often taken as an offset.
17. Equity Flan - A fixed portion of funds is invested in
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equities and amounts of pension payments fluctuate
with market value and income of total fund. Durinf
inflation, equity values tend to advance. Thus,
the purpose of this method is to mitigate effects
of inflation.
13. Mortality Table - A table showing how many individuals,
starting at a certain af'e, will be alive at each
succeeding a^-e. Used to give the probability of
dying in, or surviving thrc-^h, any period. Based
on experience of individuals with something in com-
mon such as sex, type of protection, calendar
years, etc.
19. Mortality Table Rated Back (Modified) - Using the mor-
tality and life expectancy rates for a younger age
than that shown in the basic table, thus producing
a new table.
EXAJiJFLE: 1st Liodification - Age 63 uses age 62
rates, age 30 uses age 29 rates, etc.
20. Llortality Table with Projection - A mortality table
with added variable of calendar year to recognize
trend of improving mortality. ' Thus, mortality rate
at any age varies with year such age is attained.
21. Life Expectancy - Average number of years of survival
for a group of individuals after a given age.
22. Discount for Deaths - Decrease in pension costs result-
ing from assumed incidence of deaths both before
and after retirement.
23. Actuary - A person skilled in the science of applying
the probabilities of longevity to financial and
other operations. Recognized professional standing
is obtained through membership by examination in
the Society of Actuaries, first as an Associate
and later as a Fellow.
24. Actuarial Equivalent Pension - A rate of pension of
equal value to another after giving consideration
to altered incidence of mortalit;/, interest and con-
current benefits caused by optional age or form of
pension.
25. Actuarial Reserve - Present value of future pension
payments which are contingent upon the death or
survivorship of one or more individuals. It is
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coiriputed or: fissmiitions thr.t interest .vil] be e'-rr.-
ed ct a sp.^cified rate anG .-nortality rates and
ether chanres will follo.v a specified schedule.
C'6 . Turnover R£.tes - Rates at ..hicl: e:i:plcyees ter:ninate
service £cr reasons ether than death - must knov;
variations by a^e, service, and sex to be usable for
pension cost ccaputati ens.
27. Termination Credits - The funds released for re-alloca-
tion when an employee's service with the cG.".pany
ends and he dees not retain a vested rifht to re-
ceive a pension. Dees not apply to the extent costs
had already been reduced by expected turnover.
•a -iv- <: -{f Si -ii -a -i;- ^ *-
23. Futui-e (Current) Service Btrefits - Retirement credits
accruinf durinf the period of membership in the
pension plan that is after its installation and
prior to retireiient.
29. Past (Prior) Service Benefits - Retirement credits for
service prior to installation of plai .
3c, Llinimum Benefits - r* basic pension which will be pro-
vided if standard formula should produce less.
Benefits from Social Security often taken as an off-
set.
31. Supplemental Payments - Pa^-ments made out of pocxvet to
retired employees in addition to benefits from pen-
sion plan.
32. Vesting - Attainment of a ri^ht to a deferred pension
without the necessity cf continuing employment.
33* Permanent and Total Disability Benefit - Incomes for
employees who become physically unable to continue
work but are net eld enough to retire.
rr *- * >;- a- a a ii- a -K
314.. Future (Current) Service Cost - Actuarially deter::.ined
amount to fund future service benef:lt3.
35* Step-Rate Funding - Funding each year the cost of that
year's credited pension. Cost per individual
normally increases eac!; year.
36. Level Premium Funding - Funding part or all of the
pension costs by equal payments during each employ-
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ee's .vcrkin^ years. It any be level Ir. dollars or
a level percentage of employee's earninrs.
(a) Attained Ape - Future service costs based on
apes at Installation of plr\n or later entry
into plan.
(b) Entry kge - Current costs based on nfes at em-
ployment or at plan eliflblllty, whether be-
fore or after plan installed.
37« Normal Cost - Future or current service cost under
step-rate or ^jnder attained age funding; current
cost under entry age f^andinr.
33. Fast Service Lir.bility - Amount actuarially determined
at start of plan to fund costs of past service bene-
fits.
39. Initial Liability - A type of past service liability
used under entry ape level funding" . It is the
amount actuarially determined at start of pl^^n to
fund costs of orifinal members which will not be
funded by future normal costs.
40. Frozen Initial Liability - Past service liability or
initial liability which is funded on amount origin-
ally computed; all effects of actual experience are
reflected in normal costs. (this term has occasion-
ally been used to refer to the practice of not
funding any of the principal of past service lia-
bility or initial liability.)
Z4.I. Past Service (Initial Liability) Fundinf - Payinp cost
of past service or initial liability; may be paid
all at once or amortized over period of years.
I.!inimum apprepate payments at any time must be
equal to interest on orifinal liability. I'aximum
amount that may be used as tax deduction in any one
year is IC^ of original liability.
a i;- 4;- <;- -Jt •}; 4^ * -ic 4*
Li2, "lUalified Plan - A formal, funded, non-discriminatory
pension plan approved by Bureau of Internal Revenue.
(Has tax advantages to employer and employee.)
Section under which it qualifies is 165(a) of the
Code.
L+3, Ncn-^ualified Plan - Not approvable by Bureau of Inter-
nal Revenue. (Usually is disadvantageous tax-wise.)
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L^, uIir.eofrtiph 571? - A release of the Bureau of Internril
Revenue which descrltes:
(a) Cut-back of benefits to certain high paid em-
ployees if plan terrcin^ites within the first
10 years.
(b) Llinlmum rate of funding below which the Bureau
of Internal Revenue will deem plan, to be ter-
minated.
L^^, Deduction under 23 (p) - Refers to section of Internal
Revenue Code under which costs of qualified plans
are clained as business expense.
46. Social Security Integration - Testing' of ccruVined bene-
fits provided by oocial Security plus pension plan.
Total shall not be proportionately greater for hifh-
er salaried employees than for lower paia eciployees.
ii 'Hr a i< a ^ -i.- i^ a -a
iff, Normal Retirement Date - Date established by plan for
regular retirement.
.-^3, Sarly Retire::.ent Date - Date employee may retire prior
to noriiial retirement date.
49 • Deferred Retirement Date - A retirement date after nor-
mal retire.Tient date.
i.- •}(- <i- <t -ir <;- -j;- <:- <;- ^
5C. Retirement Annuity - General term for annual income pay-
able at retirement for life.
51. Life Annuity - An ar^-.ual income starting at retirement
and continuing for life with no further payment of
any kind after death.
52. IJodified Cash Refund Annuity - Aii amvjal Income start-
ing at retirement and ccntlnuing for life with
guarantee tr.at if employee dies before receiving
in pension an amouiit equal to his o.vn ccntributicns
and Interest, any balai;ce will be paid to his bene-
ficiary.
'^3 » Cash Refund Annuity - /^n ani:ual income starting at re-
tirement and continuing for life with guarantee
that if employee dies before receiving in pension
the total value of annuity at retirement date, any
balance will be paid to his beneficiary.
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^k* Ten Yei-rs Certain tind Life Ar.nuity - An aimunl Income
starting at retire.iient and continuing for life with
guarantee that if e:iiployee dies within 10 years
after retirement, pay.nents will continue to his
beneficiary for balance of the 10 years. (L!ay also
be set up on other certain periods, such as 5', I5
or 20 years.)
55 • Joint and Survivor Annuity - An annual income starting
at retirement and continuin^^ for life with guarantee
that if employee dies v/hile his contingent annui-
tant is livinf
,
payments on a predetermined rate




Actuarinl 'Equivalent Pension 24
Actuarial Reserve 25
Actuary 23
Attained Age Level Fundinf 3c (r-)
Average Fay Plan 1^
Cash Refund Annuity 53Contributcry Plan 10
Current Service Benefits ' 23
Current Service Cost 3^
Deduction under 23 (p)
^^Deferred Retirement Date 49
Deposit Adniini strati on Flan ^ (h)
Disability 35
^
Disccunt for Deaths 22
Early Retirement Date i^p,




Frozen Initial Liability Lc
Funded Plan 2
Future Service Benefits 23
Future Service Ccst 3^
Group Annuity Plan 5 (a)
I/amediate Participation Deposit
Administration Flan - (c)
Individual Contract Plan 5 (d)
Initial Liability on
Initial Liability Founding l^i
Insured Plan
^
Joint and Survivor Annuity 55
Level Fremiurc F^onding 36
Life Annuity ci
Life Expectancy 21
L'imeograph 5717 44Minimum Benefits 3c
:Jodified Cash Rel'und Armuity 52
I^odified Mortality Table 19






.Mortality Tf.ble Rated Back 19
iiortality Table with Projection 20
Non-Ccntributory Tlan 11
Non- Qualified Plan ^3
Normal Cost 37
Normal Retirement Date 47
Partially Funded Plan 3
Past Service Benefits 29
Past Service r'undint-' i+1
Past Service Liability 38
Pay As You Go Plan 4
Pension Plrin 1
PerLicnent and Total Disr.bility 33
Prior Service Benefits 29





Social Security Integration U^
Step-Rate Fundin£ ?5
Supplemei.tal Payments 31
Ten Years Certain ana Life Annuity 54
Termination Credits 27
Thrift Plan 9




Unit I'urchase Plan 12
Vesting- 32




SALUPLliS OF PEKSIOK PLnN CCST FIGURiiS
PLUS
CCNTRi^CT PRCVISICr^S TC .VHICH THESE COSTS ARE ATTRIBUTED
Plan A - Combination Type Plan
Plan B - Group Annuity Type Plan
The cost fi£ures and their corresponding contract previsions
have been taken from proposed plans designed for specific




COST FIGURES - PLAN A
Men-Contributory Combination Type Pli^n
Total number of employees: 29
Number of immediately eligible employees: 11
Total annual salary of eligible eir.ployees $ 113,635.32
First year premium cost
for Life Insurance Policies $ "^,0^3. 19
First Year deposit to Supplementary Fund $ ^,/42C.l4
Total first year employer payment | 1«^»^^'3.33

fM-
ATTRIBUTING PRCVISICNG IN PLAN A
Method of Funding
A non-contributory type plan whose funding is accomplished
through the use of life insurance policies and i supplemen-
tary fund. At an employee's retirement date, the life in-
surance policy will be converted to a paid up annuity. This
will be combined with the necessary amount of money from the
supplementary f^jnd to provide the participant with his month-
ly pension.
Elgibility
An employee must have 3 years of service with the company
and be at least 25 years old and not more than 59 years and
6 months old.
Normal Retirement Age
The normal retirement age for employees will be age 65 i ex-
cepting that such employees who are between ages 55 years
and 6 months and 59 years and 6 months will be retired 10
years after entering the Flan.
Retirement Benefit
The minimum pension benefit to any participant at age 65
shall be $50 per month. The maximum benefit shall be $600
per month. The formula for arriving at the specific amount
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of pension will he 1% of salary for eacl; year of service to
the Company with a rjiaximum of 30?^»
Severance Benefit
Each participant shall have, after 10 years of employment,
a 20fo interest on the cash value of his life insurance policy
or policies and in his share of the supplementary fund.
This interest will increase 20^ each year after the 10th
year of employment.
Death Benefit
A death benefit amounting to 100 times the monthly pension
will be payable to the beneficiary of any employee who is a
standard insurance risk. For those who are not eligible for
standard insurance, a lesser amount of life insurance will
be paid to their beneficiaries.
Supplementary Fund
The supplementary fund will be managed by the insurance com-




COST FIGURES - PLAN B
Contributory Group Annuity Type Flan
Total number of employees: 20
Number of immediately eli^'ible employees: 11
Total annual salary of eligible employees: ^63,420
First year Current Service Cost
Employees contribute $ 1, 332.16
Employer contributes $ 3.302.92
Single Premium for Fast Service Liability Not 3iven
Suggested annual payment towards Past Service $ 3.537«75
Total first year employer payment ^ 1^01^0,67
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aTTRIBUTIIvG PHOVISIOrCo IK PLAM B
Method of Funding
A contritutory type plan whose benefits will be provided by
a special level premium ^rcup annuity contract for groups
involving" 10 to 50 lives. Certificate will be issued to
employees who join the Plan. Premium under the policy will
be on the level prerai'jc: basis aiid will reniain unchnnged for
an individual until retirement unless there is a change in
the amount of annuity to be provided.
Eligibility
All permanent employees who are employed on a full time
basis will be eligible for the Flan when they have completed
3 years of service and provided they have attained age 25,
nearest birthday.
Normal Retirement Age
The normal retirement age for all members will be the an-
versary of the date of entry of the member on which the
member is age 65, nearest birthday, except for those mem-
bers age 5^' • nearest birthday, and older, on entry into the
plan. These members will be retired on the tenth anniversary
of their date of entry into the Plan or the anniversary near-





A. Due tc Future Service
Under this Plan en retirement each member will receive an
income for life, payable monthly, equal to 3/^ of 1?' of his
monthly salary on entry into the raan not in excess of $300,
multiplied by the number of years in the Plan, plus 1-1/2^ of
the excess of such monthly salary over $300 multiplied by
the number of years in the Plan. If the member's salary is
increased, an additional annuity will be provided equal to
the increase in credit times the number of remaining' years
to retirement, providing the increase provides an annuity of
at least $5.00.
E. Due to Past Service
Additional annuity credit due to past service will be allow-
ed those members who Join the Plan on its effective date.
A monthly life income will be provided equal to 1/2 ol 1^ of
the member's monthly salary on the effective date of the Plan
not in excess of $300, multiplied by the number of years of
past service credited plus If: of the excess of such monthly
salary over $300, multiplied by the member's years of past
service credited.
Employee Contributions
The members will contribute on the basis of 2-1/4?' of their
salary not in excess of $300 per month and 4-1/2^ of that




The employer contributions will be the amount necessary to
provide the remaining portion of the retirement income due
to future service which is not paid for by the employee's
contributions.
The employer will nlso contribute the remount necessary to
purchase the entire income based on past service credit.
Severance Benefit
If a member's employment is terminated after he has com-
pleted 10 years of service while covered under the Flan, and
if he elects the paid up deferred annuity purchased by his
own contributions, the amount of paid up deferred annuity
will be increased by 3O/0 of the annuity purchased by the
Employer's contributions. For each year of service under
the Plan in excess of IC years, this vested annuity will be
increased by ^% until after 20 years of service under the
Flan thera would be vested in the member 100^ of the annuity
purchased by the Employer's contributions.
If a member elects the cash refund of his contributions after
havin^:' elected a paid up deferred annuity, the amount of
paid up deferred annuity purchased by the Employer's contri-
butions will be cancelled.
Death Benefits to Employee's Beneficiary
Upon death before the normal retirement date there will be
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a payment of an a.ao'ont equtil to the amount of total contri-
butions theretofore !iir:de to the Plan by the .member, plus 2%
interest compounded ariTiually.
In the event of the meinber dying before havinp received
monthly Income payments equal to the amount he contributed
to the Plan, the excess of such contributions, plus 2f^ com-
pound interest, over the total of such monthly income re-
ceived, will be paid to his named beneficiary.
Death Benefits to Employer
Under the Plan all payments made by the employer are dis-
counted for mortality with the result that the employer's
contributions buy considerably more income than do the
member's contributions. For this reason there will be no
refund to the employer on the death of the member either
before or after retirement.
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